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USPA NEWS - Chris Kabs
I met Chris on the 18th of March at the international runway Awards where Chris was nominated for the best producer of 2017 Chris
went on to win the award for best producer and afterwards performed for the audience at the awards there was a certain unique way in
which Chris performed one

his songs Chris has over 4 years of songs written by him all unpublished and awaiting for the right time to be published I would say to
my friends who are agents and producers in LA and New York to grab this guy now sign this guy up before you miss out on a very
unique opportunity for the next big thing to hit the music industry I'm not going to say very much about the interview because the
interview will be on Ward Press Media on Facebook very soon you will see in the video, judge for yourself the man that will be the the
next best thing to hit the music world. the very unique style

of a man who arrived in Ireland 12 years ago and shares the uniqueness of the love that the Irish have for music and for the love of the
man that he knows is responsible for the gift that he has and who has blessed him with the uniqueness of a man born to entertain.
Get familiar with the name Chris Kabs it's the name that you are going to hear a lot of. I will be doing a follow up interview at one of
Chris's gigs in the coming months along with this article I'll be placing photos of Chris from the interview in the photo gallery so keep an
eye out on the photo gallery and Ward press Media for the video interview with Chris.
I would like to thank the director of Westland Studios for the welcome and the use of a room for the interview.
www.westlandstudiosdublin.com
World famous SSL recording studio in the heart of Dublin, Ireland. Clients include Hozier , Miley Cyrus, U2, Bob Dylan, The Cure, 
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